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The quality of the reporting of clinical trials in rehabilitation has been improving but it should be enhanced 

further. This editorial introduces a collaborative effort by the American Journal of Physical Medicine and 

Rehabilitation (AJPM&R), the Archives of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation (ArPM&R), and the European 

Journal of Physical and Rehabilitation Medicine (EJPRM) aimed at promoting the development of new 

reporting guidelines for Randomised Controlled Trials (RCTs) in rehabilitation using the RCTRACK (RCTs 

RehAbilitation ChecKlist) initiative of Cochrane Rehabilitation (1). These journals are publishing three 

complimentary thematic Special Sections with the papers produced during the 4th Cochrane Rehabilitation 

Methodology Meeting held in Orlando, FL, USA in March 2020. These papers summarize the literature 

background of the RCTRACK guidelines, that are now in the last stages of production. 

Cochrane Rehabilitation, founded in 2016 (2), is the international body applying evidence knowledge 

translation activities to the field of rehabilitation. It serves as a bridge between Cochrane and rehabilitation 

stakeholders (3). In addition to activities aimed at disseminating all the Cochrane evidence in the field (4-6), 

Cochrane Rehabilitation has also started to work on methodological issues with the goal of improving the 

generation of scientific evidence in rehabilitation (7). The main activity to accomplish this goal has been a 

series of methodological meetings (8-10) that allow a group of experts to focus on the major issues faced by 

rehabilitation researchers. As a result, the RCTRACK project was started (1) with the aim of developing a 

reporting guideline specific to rehabilitation. The 4th Cochrane Rehabilitation Methodology Meeting was the 

second Consensus Meeting of the RCTRACK project. The starting point was the results of the first meeting 

held in 2019 (7-10) and was divided into 7 Technical Working Groups (1). The work of these groups was 

presented and discussed over 2 days, thanks to funding support from the International Society of Physical 

and Rehabilitation Medicine (ISPRM). The 3 collaborating journals are publishing the papers that resulted 

from that meeting in special sections divided by topics.  

The articles published in the ArPM&R focus on general issues under the title of “Current issues with 

methodology and reporting guidelines in rehabilitation from the RCTRACK project”. These papers discuss 

contemporary methodological problems in our field and how reporting guidelines address them. Arienti et 

al. (11) discuss the main methodological issues in rehabilitation trials identified through a scoping review. In 

71 studies the main issues were the application of randomized-controlled trial design (32%), definition of 

core outcome sets (28%), intervention description (22%), methodological (conducting) and reporting quality 

(21%), clinical practice applicability (14%), blinding assessor (10%), randomization methods or allocation 

concealment (8%), and participant descriptions and recruitment (8%). Dijkers’ article (12; not presented in 

the meeting) includes an overview of 56 reviews (3,454 primary studies) and found that in rehabilitation 

intervention papers, TIDieR checklist items 1 (‘name’) and 2 (‘why’) are generally reported adequately, while 

this is not true for most other items that can be as low as 10% for item 10 (‘modifications’). Comparators are 

reported even more poorly. Finally, Armijo-Olivo et al. (13) updated their previous paper (14) on tools and 

items to evaluate the risk of bias and reporting of RCTs in rehabilitation, and found a lack of agreement on a 

core set of items in our field. 

EJPRM articles report the statistical issues in a special section titled “Problems with statistics in rehabilitation 

from the RCTRACK project”. These papers provide an overview of the main statistical issues and suggest 

solutions specific to our field. Kumbhare et al. (15) report a systematic review of 99 non-pharmacological 

rehabilitation RCTs and found that one in five did not properly and adequately report the sample size 

calculation methods, two in five the randomization procedures, and one in five had at least one mismatch in 

statistical analyses. Armijo-Olivo et al. produced two complimentary papers (16,17) on attrition, missing data, 

and compliance related biases. They found lack of specificity of items in reporting and conduct guidelines 

(16), while missing data and compliance-related biases influence treatment effect estimates in rehabilitation 

trials (17). Meyer et al. (18) provided a conceptual and empirical framework for the development of reporting 

standards on patient characteristics in rehabilitation trials, discussing the type of information specific to 
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rehabilitation patients that should be reported (e.g. comorbidities, functioning characteristics including 

relevant context factors). They also found that reporting standards only partly address these pressing issues. 

Finally, AJPM&R is publishing articles addressing practical issues and outcomes, in a special section titled 

“Problems with reporting of treatment and outcomes in rehabilitation from the RCTRACK project”. These 

articles provide an overview of specific problems of rehabilitation interventions that require precise 

methodological answers. Arienti et al. (19) found in a systematic review that 45% of 97 RCTs did not use all 

PICO (Population, Intervention, Comparison, Outcome) elements to frame the research question. Whyte et 

al. (20) reported a scoping review of 156 guidelines and identified specific themes related to treatment 

reporting and evaluated these themes against TIDieR criteria. They concluded that, even if rehabilitation is a 

diverse field, a clear description of a treatment’s separable components, along with distinct treatment 

theories for each, can improve reporting of relevant information. Wang et al. (21) studied the reporting 

criteria of outcome measures in rehabilitation RCTs. After a complex 4-phases study, they propose four 

criteria: description of the outcome construct, justification of the chosen outcome according to ICF and 

psychometric properties of the measurement tool, description and justification of the timing of outcome 

measurement, and complete and unselective reporting.  

Overall, these 3 special sections provide a comprehensive overview of the problems in the reporting of RCTs 

in rehabilitation as presented during the 4th Cochrane Rehabilitation Methodology Meeting. Together with 

the articles on the new definition of rehabilitation for scientific research purposes (10, 22-26), these studies 

offer the scientific background of the RCTRACK project and guidelines. During the RCTRACK Consensus 

Meeting, the first draft of 2 guidelines was prepared. Together with the originally conceived RCTRACK (1) a 

second guideline on rehabilitation interventions can be used with all study designs and not only RCTs. The 

two guidelines may be used in conjunction when reporting RCTs. Both drafts are under revision and further 

development through Delphi rounds by the RCTRACK Executive Committee and the RCTRACK Advisory 

Committee (1). 

The main RCTRACK guideline could be named CONSORT-Rehabilitation extension and may become official if 

there is agreement with the CONSORT group. It will include the classical CONSORT guideline items, with other 

items relevant to rehabilitation research questions, PICO (Participants, Interventions, Comparison, 

Outcomes), statistics, and results. The new RCTRACK reporting guideline on rehabilitation interventions 

(treatment) builds on TIDieR to produce a new and specific framework for our field.  Its name is now under 

discussion. It will contain items grouped in 3 dimensions: treatment, comparison and “background 

treatment”. About the last dimension, many rehabilitation interventions are proposed as adjunctive 

treatments to so-called “usual care” therapies (background treatment), that unfortunately are seldom well 

described, even if they can highly influence the efficacy of the studied interventions (22). 

The AJPM&R, ArPM&R, and EJPRM support the development of these reporting guidelines for rehabilitation 

research by the Cochrane Rehabilitation RCTRACK initiative (1). This initiative is aligned with those promoted 

previously by rehabilitation journals on reporting guidelines (27) and trials registration (28). We strongly 

believe these efforts serve to improve the quality of science in our field.  
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